
World Music Series Media Plan Draft: 

 

1. UO Blog 

 Using the UO blog can help WMS have a permanent web existence as an 

individual entity, a so called “home.” 

 Since, it is the UO blog, it also helps link WMS with the rest of the campus.  

 The blog will be a place where information of past, present and future will 

be stored. This will build and create a sense of lineage. A sense of identity. 

 Viewer and readers can find out information about the series through our 

blog activities. A way to connect with the rest of the community.  

 A problem with UO blog could be that, the link to this blog may be hard to 

see, because it is a school blog, getting the links out there could be tricky. 

 This link would be posted on our FB page, and hopefully there will be a link 

one day on the SOMD website as well.  

 

2. KWVA 88.1 FM | University of Oregon Campus Radio 

 Campus radio would be a great way to connect us with our student body. 

 Also, a great way to write some PSA’s for upcoming programs. 

 Building connection with other organizations for future projects.  

 My concern is the radio mostly program music in trend, I am not sure if our 

programming fits with their own.  

 I would definitely want to speak with them this term about a possible 

interview with upcoming events. If an interview does take in place, I would 

like to have PSAs going out 3 weeks ahead of time for both the interview 

and actual event, and making the interview a reinforcement of promoting 

the actual event one week out.  

 I hope to reach out to another group of audience that WMS have not reach 

yet 

 

3. Email News Letters 

 From our last event with WMS, we had audience members leaving us their 

emails, and now is time to do something with them. 

 I think Email News Letters would be a great tool to keep in touch with our 

client base, and keep them update about either season announcements, or 

upcoming events.  

 The language used in these letters has to be polished and catered to what our 

audiences want to hear and see and read.  

 Good formatting of the letter, maybe color? Like a magazine style? 

http://kwva.uoregon.edu/

